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1. 1. 1. 1. IIIINTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION    

A hollow core beam is a horizontal structural member 

having a void running through its longitudinal axis 

and carries load primarily in flexure [1]. With the 

introduction of a flange, the cross-sectional area and 

volume of the beam section is increased and the 

geometry of the section is changed.  Therefore their 

structural behavior needs to be understood through 

investigation to assure their structural integrity. 

Maximizing structural efficiency of the strength-mass 

and stiffness-mass ratios and the desire to reduce the 

mass or weight contribution of the beam on 

foundations evolves the need to use hollow sections. A 

large number of existing bridges have hollow 

members. Introduction of hollow cores into sections 

obviously results in larger flexural strength and 

stiffness than solid members [2]. It may be economical 

to use hollow reinforced horizontal members to keep 

to a minimum, the weight and cost of concrete 

members in some situations [3]. 

The effect of varying the position of hollow cores in 

the compression zone of a concrete beam has been 

investigated [4]. The result of the investigation 

showed that there was no significant variation in the 

ultimate failure load. Also, analysis of the result 

obtained showed that moving the hollow core in a 

rectangular concrete beam to the topmost fiber could 

be allowed for economic design only up to 10mm or 

10% of half the beam depth, whichever is lesser [4]. In 

this study, the effect of position and diameter of 

hollow core on a flanged beam has been examined 

with a view to optimizing the beam section.  

    

2.2.2.2.    BACKGROUND OF STUDYBACKGROUND OF STUDYBACKGROUND OF STUDYBACKGROUND OF STUDY    

There has been a study of the behavior and strength of 

reinforced concrete T-beams before and after 

strengthening by using reinforced concrete jacket [5]. 

A study restored the full ultimate capacity of beams 

that failed by flexure and strengthened the cracked 

beam [6]. The results showed that repairing by 

reinforced jacketing can effectively restore more than 
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150% of the flexural capacity of the original beam. It 

has been shown that reinforced concrete and 

composite construction may be suitably combined to 

give a new structural material, composite reinforced 

concrete. The results obtained by finite element 

solution showed good agreement with experimental 

results. In an investigation of thirty-nine reinforced 

rectangular hollow core beams when the volume of 

concrete was kept constant and the depth and breadth 

dimensions varied [1], it was shown that, 
/5.1

2.0)1.0( PDDPu +−=
    (1) 

Subject to; 0 ≤ D ≤ 0.72b 

In (1), Pu is the ultimate failure load of hollow core 

beam, D is the diameter of hollow core (mm), b is the 

width of blind beam of equivalent concrete volume. 

(mm) and PI is the failure load of blind beam of 

equivalent concrete volume (kN). 

It has been shown that the fire resistance of hollow 

core flooring systems can be increased by using stiffer 

supporting beams at the end of the slabs and also by 

decreasing the spacing between the beams parallel to 

the hollow core units [7]. The results of shear strength 

tests on hollow core slabs have been reported [8]. An 

investigation on the positioning of hollow core in 

concrete beams showed that the core should be at the 

neutral axis [9]. Equations which predict the ultimate 

strength of beams with varying core diameter, 

subjected to combined torsion and bending, have been 

developed [10]. 

 

3.3.3.3.    MMMMATERIALSATERIALSATERIALSATERIALS    ANDANDANDAND    MMMMETHODSETHODSETHODSETHODS    

Some methods of beam analyses include; finite 

element, finite difference, stiffness, energy and double 

integration. Moment of inertia method was chosen for 

this work because it readily suits the purpose and it 

takes into consideration, the sectional properties of 

the beam. The moment of inertia theorem was used to 

analyze the cross section and the parallel axis theorem 

was used to find the moment of inertia of each 

component area about the centroidal axis of the cross 

section which the neutral axis runs along. The double 

integration method for deflection of beams was used 

to derive the equation for the deflection at mid span 

which is the point for maximum bending for the 

simply supported beam point loaded at mid span. The 

hollow core position was maintained in the 

compression zone of the section. The corresponding 

neutral axis for every shift in hollow core position 

from the top of the beam section towards the neutral 

axis was determined. 

The hollow core cross-sectional area and volume of all 

beams samples were kept constant such that only the 

geometry of the section was altered in order to 

effectively determine the optimum flange width and 

core position. The parameters obtained were used to 

prepare the samples experimentally according to the 

prescribed specifications [11, 12]. The results were 

derived by direct observation of test samples in the 

laboratory using the Universal Testing Machine (UTM) 

with the setup shown in Figure 1.  The materials used 

include fine aggregates obtained from the river, 

granite of average particle size of 20mm and Ordinary 

Portland Cement conforming to the specification of BS 

12 [13].  A Standard mix ratio of 1:2:4 with w/c ratio 

kept constant at 0.5 was used. The hollow core was 

achieved by using standard circular PVC pipes. These 

were inserted during the casting of the concrete 

samples and withdrawn after 3 hours of casting them.  

Due to the significant difference between the 

theoretical and experimental results as determined by 

chi-square test, a correction factor was obtained using 

the graphs by determining the equation of the line of 

best fit which was incorporated in the theoretical 

analysis in order to develop the required model.      

    
Figure 1: Experimental setup (Dimensions in mm) 

    

3.13.13.13.1    Background TheoryBackground TheoryBackground TheoryBackground Theory    

The moment of inertia of a rectangular section is given 

as [14]; 

12

3
bd

I xx =
                                                                  (2) 

Here b is the width of the beam and d is the depth of 

the beam. 

While that for a circular section is [14]; 

4

64
dI xx

π
=

     (3) 

Here, d is the diameter of the circular section. 

The maximum deflection for a simply supported beam 

of span, L, which is loaded at the mid-span with a 

concentrated load, P, is given as [15]: 

Beam  

Load   

 

Dial 

Support 

50 
325 325 

50 
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EI

PL

48

3

=δ
                                                                (4) 

Here, P is the failure load, L is the span of the beam, E 

is the Young’s modulus of the beam material and I is 

second moment of area or moment of inertia of the 

beam. 

 
Figure 2: Flanged section with hollow core 

The centroidal position of the section relative to the y 

axis is determined as; 

aaa
xaxaxa

a

ax

321

332211
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∑

∑
=χ   (5) 

In (5), a1 is the area of the flange, a2 the area of the 

web and x1, x2  and x3 are the respective distance of 

centroid of each area in composite shape to the y 

reference axis. 

Similarly, the centroidal position of the section 

relative to the x axis is determined as; 
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In (6), y is the distance from centroid of each area in 

composite shape to the x reference axis. From parallel 

axis theorem, when the axis is moved through a 

distance, d. The moment of inertia about the new axis 

is determined as [12]; 
2adII xxc +=     (7) 

The equation for the centroid axis of the beam can be 

obtained as: 

321

32221 )()()(
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hdDaada
y

dd

−+

−+−++
=  (8) 

In (8), D is the flange thickness, d the web thickness 

and h is the distance from the remote edge of the 

flange to the centroid of the circular core. 

Substituting (8) into (7), the equation for the moment 

of Inertia of the beam can be obtained by: 
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Here, B is the width of the flange and b is the width of 

the web. 

Substituting relevant quantities obtained for the 

hollow core section in Figure 1 into equation (8), the 

equation for the centroid of axis of the beam becomes; 
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Here, r  is the radius of the hollow core. Hence; 
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and, 
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Collecting like terms and substituting the value of NO in (11) into equation (13); 
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Substituting Ixc into equation (5) we obtain; 
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Experimental results were obtained from direct 

observation of a dial gauge directly attached at the 

bottom of the test specimens in the laboratory using a 

Universal Testing Machine. Readings were taken from 

the gauge at 1kN intervals as the beams were stressed 

by point loading at midspan, until their ultimate 

failure load. The beams failed by cracking initiated at 

the bottom fibre and gradually propagated to the top 

fibre.  The specimens were made in the same 

specifications as the theoretical parameters with a 

hollow core position of 46mm obtained from the 

model. 

    

4. 4. 4. 4. RESULTS ANDRESULTS ANDRESULTS ANDRESULTS AND    DISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSION    

The results were obtained by imputing parameters of 

the beam samples into the developed model which 

gave the theoretical results and by direct readings 

taking by observation of a dial gauge attached to the 

bottom of the test specimens, which were subjected to 

point loading at midspan, in the laboratory. The chi-

square test was used to analyze the theoretical results 

and it showed there was no significant difference 

between results obtained. The experimental results 

showed a fluctuation in the deflection values observed 

as the flange width was increased while a steady 

increase of deflection was seen as the point load was 

increased until failure. It can be seen that as the flange 

width of the T-Beams increased, the web width was 

correspondingly reduced thereby reducing the crack 

width of the tension zone of the beam, which may 

have contributed to the decreasing failure load as 

flange width increased.  

 
 

 
Figure 3: Load deflection relationship for 46mm core 

position and 150mm flange width 

 
Figure 4: Load deflection relationship for 46mm core 

position and 160mm flange width 
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Figure 5: Load deflection relationship for 46mm core 

position and 170mm flange width 

 
Figure 6: Load deflection relationship for 46mm core 

position and 180mm flange width 
 

 
Figure 7: Load deflection relationship for 46mm core 

position and 190mm flange width 
    

The results in Figures3-7 showed that there was an 

increase in deflection as the point load was increased. 

This behaviour of the beams was in agreement with 

the literature [14] as they obeyed Hooke’s law. 

However, as the flange width was increased, there was 

an initially straight path during which Hooke’s law 

was obeyed, beyond which a curve was developed in 

all the samples. This curve may have been due to the 

development of some irrecoverable deformations 

[14]. At failure, maximum deflections of 0.95mm, 

1.48mm, 0.58mm, 1.48mm and 1.01mm were 

obtained for beams with 150mm, 160mm 170mm, 

180mm and 190 mm flange widths respectively. These 

results also show a similarity between theoretical and 

experimental results as they were same in pattern but 

differ in gradient. The results showed that as the 

flange width was increased from 150mm to 190mm, 

the failure load decreased from 18kN in Figure 3 

through 15kN in Figures 4 and 5 to 14kN in Figures 6 

and 7. A comparison of the results shown in the 

figures 3 to 7 show that the beam with 170 mm flange 

width, 46mm core position and 0.58mm deflection at a 

failure load of 15kN (see Figure 5), was the optimal 

section, since it had the least coefficient of 3.87.  This 

is reasoned to be due to the higher moment of inertia 

of this section when compared to those with increased 

flange widths. This is as a result of the higher moment 

of inertia of this section compared to those with 

increasing flange widths. This result compares 

favorably with the literature [1, 2, 4]. 

    

5. CONCLUSION AN5. CONCLUSION AN5. CONCLUSION AN5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIOND RECOMMENDATIOND RECOMMENDATIOND RECOMMENDATION    

In practice, Hollow cores have been introduced in 

structural elements such as columns and slabs, in 

buildings and in bridge decks. These have sometimes 

served as mechanical or electrical conduits. The 

present work has provided a clearer understanding of 

the effect of these cores as they vary in diameter and 

position in the compression zone of flanged concrete 

beam sections. The optimum compression zone of the 

flanged hollow core beam has been determined. The 

beam with 170 mm flange width, 46mm core position 

and 0.58mm deflection at failure load of 15kN was the 

most optimal section.  From these results, it is 

recommended that when hollow core concrete is used 

as investigated, the size of the hollow should not 

exceed 50% of the total web width and flange width 

could be up to126.67% of the beam web width.  
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